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REPORT TO MEMBERS 

28 MAR 2019      No: 21125 

METRO TRAINS  
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2019  
  
On the 26 March 2019, Metro Trains Melbourne (MTM) and the Locomotive Division met to 
discuss Enterprise Agreement issues. A fair description is that MTM’s demands have become 
more onerous. MTM has introduced some new terms for describing their claims. 
 

1. “Driver Lock Down”. According to MTM this is when a driver is locked down to a group 
or a particular line from 03:00 to 10:00 and from 15:00 to 19:00. Lock down could be 
a group or one line. MTMs want 4 up and 4 down trips, should an off train be eroded 
the driver will keep driving.  

2. MTM clarified its position on rosters in Flinders St. All rosters will be abolished except 
for E Roster. MTM is looking after E Roster because they are assisting MTM in its 
endeavors that will cost every driver at Metro. 

3. MTM also clarified the forced overtime at peak periods, like the show, spring carnival, 
etc.  MTM denied its forced overtime but rather the driver’s commitment to ensuring 
the delivery of the services. You can make up your own mind on what it is.  

4. MTM continues to require the capacity to transfer people to compulsory depots if 
volunteers are not available under the heading of “Flinders St decentralization” and 
“Operating Group Implementation”. Details were not forthcoming.  

5. MTM wishes to remove every current condition to either guidelines or procedures. 
The Locomotive Division has previously itemized them but some items that affect the 
drivers balance of working life and private life are:  

a. swapping of shifts,  
b. development of shifts,  
c. core times, 
d. depots wall sheets,  
e. roster changes,  
f. swapping of off roster shifts,  
g. variety of running,  
h. master rotations, 
i. equalization of overtime. 

 
The affect of MTM’s claims will render these conditions unenforceable 
and lost to you.  
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Some additional information is that the Metro Rolling Stock agreement is about to be 
renegotiated. We understand second tier train operators for all MTM workshops is a claim 
to be tabled. Members should not be surprised. MTM has a secret interface agreement that 
we believe permits and promotes this, starting at Pakenham east then Calder Park Depots 
and other Depots. That’s why MTM is keeping E roster but all other rosters are to be 
abolished.  
 

The Locomotive Division HAS NOT AGREED TO ANY OF MTM’S CLAIMS. 
 

 It should be noted that only group within the RTBU where MTM is trying to remove all 
conditions are the Drivers.  
 
The Locomotive Division will continue to negotiate in good faith which is a legal requirement 
but that does not mean we agree with it– we will overcome! 
 
Marc Marotta       
Secretary    
0414 897 314     
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